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Editors' Remarks

To begin on a jjersonal note, I would like to thank editor Matthew Kelty, 
not only for being creative and knowledgeable in the production and 
publication of Au Verso, but also for being a friend.

Matthew has a way of waxing poetical spontaneously in life as well as 
on paper. One night, on our way to Carrows (where, incidentally, several 
editorial decisions were made), Matthew casually remarked, "Some poems, 
like Athena, leap full-formed from the brow. Thinking such a thought 
should be immortalized, 1 wrote a poem couplet that night called "gods and 
creations", which I dedicate to Matthew.

Athena

Some poems leap, 
full-formed, 
from the brow

Adam

Some are but dust, 
given the

breatti
of
life.

I would further like to thank all who contributed to Au Verso 1990. 
Thanks all who submitted creative works, to the Au Verso staff, and those 
who volimteered various services.

Shakespeare claims that "thoughts...are winged" (As You Like It). I hope 
that Au Verso wiU be the inspiration for many winged thoughts.

Michele M. Reutter 
April 1990



au verso - prep.; printer's term; "to the other side of the page

If the mission of St. John's College is to expose its students to the great 
writers of our dvili2ation, to teach them to simultaneously admire the 
beauty of a work and yet dig deep to discover the author's true intention, 
then Ais naagazine represents the "other side of the page", another aspect 
of our community. The students, faculty, and staff who have contributed 
to this issue address many of the same issues as theaothors we study; they 
deliver a message or capture a moment in an attempt to create beauty and 
communicate to their fellow human beings. This magazine, then, is the 
product of individuals taking their next step in the learning process. Many 
thanks to all who contributed to this endeavor, in particular to my fellow 
editor Michele Reutter. She has been of immense help over the last year. 
Much effort has gone into the production of this magazine, and much joy. 
I hope that you will enjoy it.

I

Matthew Kelty 
April 1990
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Geneva Fulgham

Doomed at Five

"Did you know.
If you tell five lies 
In your whole lifetime.
You go straight to Hell 
When you die?"
Evelyn said that 
To my sister one day.
They strolled along 
Debating the matter 
In the superiority 
That comes with being seven. 
But I, tagging behind.
Stopped dead in my tracks. 
Grubby fingers outspread. 
Fearfully counting.
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S. Robert Dahlgren

The young boy falls to the ground. 
He has chased the ball, the blue ball, 
Boundng, boundng then rolling 
Across a schoolyard myriad 
Of knee socks and dirty elbows;
Of patent leather and spit balls; 
Exhausted, breathing little clouds 
From ruddy cheeks.
And he laughs a belly laugh.
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John Carle

Untitled

There is coffee and a cup there if 
you want them when you awaken. 
When you fell asleep 
we were listening to music 
popular when bur parents were young. 
Melody has that power, though it is 
quiet now, to beat down years, 
roll the parent and child into one.
Now I drink and write
to the rh5dhm of your breathing.
I could swear, as you lay there
entrenched and wrapped against
cold outside air, sleeping out
shared breath against the pillow,
that inside you lay the measuring
stick for childhood — why we are bom,
and why we die,
why we are severed from the
cords of our mothers, and why
our fathers move again
to fill the void — emptied, emptied.
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Yanni Papodopolous

Greek Easter

Now the ground slowly awakens. 
How I prayed for spring to come. 
Overtake this too long winter.
Let me vent my songs unsimg.

Now the expanse of fields and flowers 
And goddesses shining from above 
Help us see the frmtless folly 
Of indoor, still-bom, winter love.

Now lambs and amber incense 
Cool our languid dreaming fevers. 
We'll dance and crack red ruddy eggs. 
Resurrected trae believers.
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Michele Miriam Reutter

Rumination

Rainer Maria Rilke,
I am too young to write poetry.

I will at at your feet for a while 
with my head in your lap.

In the dimness,
I ruminate,

waiting
for experience to come.
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Franck Roberts

a woman with a sxiitcase
but no arms
and no legs
hit the highway
to find Jack Kerouac's body,
or soul,
whichever came first

On a bus full of screaming children 
and mothers and stringy blondes, 
the asphalt ribbons of the road 
flowed past,
quickly, silently, except for an inexplicable hmn, 
but there was no one there to hold hands with, 
not diat it mattered 
much.

In Chicago she lay on the pavement 
five miles down from the loop 
cemented to the velvet oasis of the sidewalk 
reading The Stm Also Rises.

Hve days later
she was hitching her thumbless way 
to Denver.

And in Denver she found no Jack, 
only a cloudy beat bar, 
and there a man named Sal, 
who was willing to share a cot 
in the back of his red pick-up,
"A real Indian cowboy," 
she thought to herself.
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Cemented

He gave her a ride
all the way to San Fran
and spoon-fed her apple pie, ice cream,
whiskey,
and beer.

On the comer of mission and 33rd,
Sal dropped her out on the curb, 
between the bums and the retrogrades, 
and someone asked for a dime.

She searched for work in the alleyways 
between the toiuist traps, 
asking, "Do you need a waitress, 
a dishwasher, 
a security guard?," 
but no one wanted any,

she couldn't find a bookstore, 
and all the bars were for men.

Ernest Hemingway
was still in the cab of Sal's truck,
and with no money,
no way home,
she lay down against the curb

and melted 
into the pavement.
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Matthew Kelty
Rattlesnake

Come from young bo3rs' 501s 
Come from blue silk blouses 

From squeak-rest-squeak on rusty bedsprings 
The burning face, the breathlessness.
From mailntem, spin the bottle, from strip poker. 
Shake of the rattle.

Out on Highway 11 (no streetlights)
Out past curfew, out go headlights, "out of gas," 
Yes from No, out of church.
What would Momma say. Momma think?
Out of worked up, can't stop.
Hiss of the snake.

Rice flying, violins.
Cans on car to a distant never-never,
"Do Not Disturb" on the doorknob.
From the passion-hot kiss to the Mets game. 
From the young hard belly come 
Unshaven legs. From the boredom.
Shake of the rattle.

From sweet-potato pie 
comes energy to run, from the hug and 
Cry and shate.
From "Evil boy" to 'Talk to me"
Comes the sn^ce and 
Wearing a belt buckle —
Ring of metal 
Hiss of the snake.

From both my eyes and 
all my scars

From playing baseball, the hiss.
From the drive to the beach, the srudce.
And children hide.
From the belt on the skin and the 
Welts on the back.
From the red on the wrists.
From all the heat of the boiling tears.
Snake bares fangs, poison grins.

Rattle shake, hiss of snake.





Erika Hoffman

Secret Pastures

I

Green elephants gambol 
in the comers of someone's 
secret pastures, 
and all the while 
the sunlight splashes 
upon my babj^s backside 
it's so hot
why don't we just go to sleep 
when I awoke 
the elephants were gone 
and pieces of butterfly wings 
fell out of his mouth.
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/. E. Rounds

Momingtime

I.
He awoke and tried to unclench his teeth as he groped the alarm clock 

to silence. He sat up, his eyes stinging. Before his feet even touched the 
floor, he was angry. He didn't sleep so well anymore, struggling imtil three 
or four in the morning when finally his eyes would stay squeezed shut. It 
would be very painful to get up in the early morning, yet he always did. 
Ignoring his body's desperate call for sleep, he was up and dressed before 
seven. Getting up at least two and a half hours before he needed to be at 
work gave him time to order his world anew, to make it knowable again. 
He was constantly amazed at the effort it took to monitor his world, let alone 
make sense of it. Like most people, he never really did.

He pulled on his favorite black pants and walked habitually to the 
bathroonv After brushing his teeth, he drained and shook the urine his 
body had stored overnight. He grabbed the paper from the front porch, and 
roll^ the little green rubberband off, placing it on the closet doorknob as 
he passed. In the kitchen the new can of coffee hissed as it was opened. He 
read the headlines as he put the coffee in the ancient coffee pot.

By the time the coffee finished brewing he had read all the front page 
stories. He picked his favorite mug from its place on the drying rack. It was 
a pleasing, earthy tan color, with brown speckles on the outside. He loved 
the little nubbin of glass on the handle and always tried to scrape at it with 
his thumbnail. It had a stain inside on the bottom that looked like leftover 
coffee. People who visited and happened to end up doing the dishes always 
ended up trying to clean it out. He never remembered to tell them.

But this particular morning he was less concerned with his paper and 
coffee, and instead obsessed with the preparation of poached eggs. He 
loved to cook, and believed that he could change his whole day's outlook 
by presenting himself with a veiy elegant morning meal. Now, watching 
the water in the cast iron skillet timi to steam, he thought of her. He 
remembered that she was able to name his special spices in the scrambled
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eggs he'd made, and served her in bed. Curry and thyme. No one else had 
ever guessed it. He put such a timid, graceful amount of curry in them, just 
enough to tickle the subconscious. He was fascinated with the subcon
scious and its ability to control his and others' lives. And so when she 
picked out the curry, he got the feeling that she was very much in touch with 
her own subconscious and maybe his.

He sensed that he knew how she was feeling; she didn't hide it and this 
made him very comfortable. Yet she was also so independent and strong, 
he didn't feel the need to tiptoe aroimd her. He hated the game playing in 
most of his relationships, and wasn't really sure what he'd meant in asking 
her if he could stay the night. He felt so strangely free to communicate his 
exact feelings at the moment, knowing she would respond honestly, that 
he'd asked without even wondering if he should. The warm gentleness in 
her response brought some hidden sexuality to the surface. But in bed he 
had felt so good, so warm, so absolutely safe, that he had slept soimdly the 
night through. No love was made. He woke feeling her tense and groggy 
beside him.

He didn't know how to react to her obvious tension and felt he should 
ask her what was the matter. And yet he sensed he knew, and didn't want 
to hear her say it The potential for passion he had wondered about the 
night before seemed to him to be just his own lust, his ovm awful maleness, 
and he didn't want to insult her by asking about it. He couldn't ask, even 
though his body told him it was a real feeling they both shared. Instead, he 
cheerfully, naively, asked her how she wanted her eggs for breakfast. The 
distraction was e^tive. And in the coking of her scrambled eggs, as in the 
poaching of the eggs now, he found some relief, some feeling of virtue.

He gently lifted the two eggs from their bubbling bath of water and 
eased them one at a time onto tiie awaiting English muffins. The muffins 
were toasted perfectly, buttered, and spotted vdth celery salt. He wanted 
to call her, to make her breakfast again. But he seemed helplessly wrapped 
in his work, in his routine. He had some dull sense that she resented him. 
Resented him for leaving so freely, after seeming so intent on her. He knew 
she was strong and very independent, and faintly realized she would 
probably forgive him. Even more faintly still, he realized the whole thing 
could all be in his head, and not in hers. He left that morning in order to 
escape, escape from too much goodness and warmth.
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He methodically washed the egg yolk and grease from the plate, 
scrubbed the intricacies of the silverware, and gave it aU a hot rinse in the 
sink. With it all stacked in the drying rack he poured more coffee. He had 
almost a pathetic persistence in the Idtchen. He picked up the paper again, 
knowing he could never call her, he just couldn't.

n.
She awoke. The sunlight was peaceful, blissful even, as it wandered 

through the curtained windows. The curtains were there because they were 
supposed to be, not because she ever closed them; a colorful framing for the 
window. She blinked some, having rested long enough, and waking not to 
a buzzing alarm clock, nor the garbage truck which comes on Tuesday, but 
rather just waking slowly, carefully. In fact she was so awake now that she 
could even leave her eyes closed and wander about in memories with no 
risk of falling back to sleep. She remembered the last person to share her 
bed.

He was oddly polite. He dressed in all blacks and greys, and seemed 
unconscious of his good looks. Which, of course, made him that much more 
attractive.

She wriggled a little in her bed, on her back, as she remembered how he 
had asked to stay the nigiht. He had said with a complete lack of seductive
ness or romance, but more with ciudosity, "Does your bed sleep two 
comfortably?" It was as if she was sitting at the only table with an empty 
chair left in a greasy diner, and he had come up and said, "May I join you?"

She opened her eyes now and locked her fingers behind her head. She 
had, as usual, twisted around in the sheets, and pulling her head forward 
she saw her left breast covered by a comer of blanket, and the right one out 
in the ojjen. Her right leg was bent with the bottom of her foot touching the 
other thigh. As a result her knee also poked out from xmder the covers. And 
seeing the top of her own haiiy calf reminded her of seeing his hairy butt 
when he had risen in the morning, with the day just beginning to show
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itself, and walked away saying, "How would you like them: scrambled, 
poached, fried?" He had left the room before she could answer, and she had 
sat up then, preparing to go help him in the kitchen, when suddenly he 
returned. He dropped the morning paper on the twist of sheets next to her 
indicating he was ready for his answer. Scrambled.

Almost as if the power of suggestion laced in her memory caused it, she 
sat up and blinked some more. She shuffled to the side of the bed and felt 
the linen friction warming her small cheeks, and consciously giving way to 
the memory, recaUed that only their asses had touched briefly all night. He 
had mumbled and rolled over, snoring, with his buns coming to rest against 
hers. He seemed completely unaware, as if it was a wall he rested against. 
And she, fearing that if she moved that he would know she wasn't a wall, 
hadn't moved for painful, lustful, endless minutes imtil he moved again, 
relieving her of the exquisite agony of her body. He slept soundly the night 
through.

She stood and sauntered toward the bathroom, one hand pushing 
through her hair of red curls, the other swinging in time vdth her heavy 
morning gait. She sat down on the toilet and trickled for a bit, and then 
moved into the sunlit kitchen. The cactus was still blooming purple in the 
window, and she remembered with a sirule the scrambled eggs he had 
brought to her so easily, effortlessly, as if each morning he did this for 
somebody. He asked quietly, almost shyly, what today's big news was. 
They alternated reading articles to each other from the paper.

He dressed and left very soon after finishing the dishes. He had at the 
very first wanted to know what she did for a living, and she had liked him 
from that moment. So many of the men she met would be likely to ask her 
to stay the night, to endure the slippery joy of casual sex, before asking what 
she did. He had wanted to know her; his brown, almost black eyes setting 
her at ease. She trusted him instantly, at the same time hating herself for 
doing so. He'd probably be another seemingly sensitive man, whose 
niceness was nothing more than his penis controlling him like a puppet; 
and he being too insecure, too lonely, and too goddamn scared to ever try 
for anything but a cheap fuck. But no. He was sincere. Sincere, but in a 
strange, passive way. His ouiosity seemed to be as much a part of him as 
his quiet, intense voice. He looked at everything like he was trying to fit it 
all into some grand scheme, as if in his head the whole universe was
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precariously ordered and arranged: like a dream that just after waking is 
all there, but with the slightest distraction can be shattered, splintered into 
unintelligible fragments. And so the questions came, gentle but intense. 
And her wandering answers, that somewhere in his quiet eager stare, 
seemed to say just what he wanted to hear. And so when he said, "Does 
your bed sleep two comfortably?" surprised, startled and warm she said, 
"Well...yes; sure; why not..." He fingered his earring in response. She rose 
and asked if he wanted anything more to drink or eat; and thinking while 
she did, what does he mean? And it was her period too, bringing to the 
surface an awkward taboo. But thinking she would say, "I don't mind, 
really, if you're not bothered by it?" But then she relaxed, she knew he 
would meet these discomforts without awkwardness. And yet it flashed to 
her mind as she went to pour herself just a little more, that maybe his 
question was not intended to invite hirnself, but instead just his curiosity 
again. No. It couldn't be; not even he would ask about her bed without 
meaning something sexual.

But of course in the end, he didn't seem to. He slept soundly the night 
through, and made her breakfast. Made it in the same kitchen in which she 
now stood, naked, staring at the cactus bloom. She felt strangely disap
pointed that their bodies hadn't joined, after she trusted him so carelessly, 
and he had seemed to imdercut this trust by asking to sleep with her and 
her body had given in to this, then he did nothing and she did nothing and 
he slept soundly the night through. But somehow she had some weak sense 
that the attraction was mutual. It bothered her that when she had always 
ached for just such a relationship, that she felt rejected or somehow 
imattractive when he came to her b^ and slept soimdly the night through, 
and then left in the morning with a curious smile and a gentle wave good
bye.
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Michele Miriam Reutter

I. Yellow-Orange

I like the feel of early morning
showered in the glory of nakedness
water between my toes
and trickles tickling the small of my back
shamjxK) in my eyes and
("don't forget to wash behind your ears"—
I haven't forgotten)
still 1 linger awhile under the c(X)l-warm showerhead 
tangibly worshipped,
I linger.

I am a sponge now 
dripping warm and towel-soft 
I ab^rb the unbreathed morning air 
my sweat the first to mingle.

And now it sparkles morning.
Alone in this room
streaked with quiet dancing rays
sleepy calm enfolds me.

Socalm. .
So close and calm.
So closed and calm.
Tight bud of morning

Opening, now, in a fiery blaze of 
Yellow.
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Simple Day

n. Deep Purple

I like the feel of night in stillness
Tucking my feet in the pocket of bed and covers
Pulling the covers over me

(and perhaps you are there
Pulling the covers over you and me. Goodnight,
perhaps) I surrender

the day's worries
and crawl beneath the velvet cover of sleep.
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Don Labenski

Haiku

We rise together
Westward paths we both follow
I sleep when you set

The stream flows gently 
The happiness of the fish 
Comes from this only

The brown eyed girl there 
Refuses to see just how 
Beautiful she is

See the stuffed owl 
If it could choose for itself 
It would fly away

The river is deep 
I Imow because I tested 
This fact with both feet

The wind of life blows
And the tall grass learns to bend
Or it breaks in half

The man in the moon 
Sheds not a single teardrop 
Lonely as he is
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Margaret Gaffney

Ode
She came to class again 

rainsoaked,
water beading into drops on her face
running down together
and apart, trickling from wet to moist...

She smells of odd organic vegetables 
fleshy and bulbous 
tasteless juicy roots, 
full of the earth and its musk.

Wednesday she's scratchy of wool 
pungent from herbs and sweat.
There's green beneath her thick nails, 
as if she'd scratched a furrow in the earth, 
but I know it's Basil she plucked and sorted; 
her worn hands smell delicious.

She sits beside me, 
writing with lip-licking precision, 
strong dark and leathery, 
always strong,
smiling in her crooked half-focused way 
and running those gardenfragrant hands 
through her coarse, nappy hair.

Her hands so dark and rough like bark, 
when they brush against my hair 
feel like the drops of clean rain 
on her neck and face and lashes.

Her yellow teeth show when she laughs, 
and her eyes darken and narrow with mirth. 
And when we walk together 
her barefeet out-step mine.

Pulsing with a richness of her own, 
she's something always 
that I am

only in the rain
if even then.
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John Carle

Letters and Memories East

Old aluminum cans lay bleached beyond knowing 
where we put them, in the honeysuckle bush 
that joins our backyards, where we 
lay them to lift and fall as things do 
naturally.
Now that winter has come to 
Santa Fe, where I stopped falling 
after the gentle rust of oiu childhood,
I think of that last summer when 
we were really at home there, 
those spent cans and, David, 
of what comes next after you've 
lost half yoiu beginning.

Writing this I wonder what to say 
to you when I see you next.
After all, how do you give yourself 
into a fire which has already 
come inside, waiting either to 
widen or destroy?
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Moira Russell

Woman #31: Eulogy

You used to love 
to watch the apocalypses.

You would drink them in 
like lovely sunsets.

The souls burnt up 
like falling stars, 
and you heard
their cries as j>arty-hom hoots.

When I heard you speak 
I saw the pain puff out 
of your mouth as if 
it were winter—but 
it was not cold.

You bore your pain, 
and brou^t it up.
You gave it
the champion's portion, 
every window seat.

You turned cartwheels along the edge. 
All were saddened, none surprised 
by your fall — or by its grace.



1

Franck Roberts _________ _______________
Your Body is not an Abstraction

In an alley
grey, lead paint peels from an abandoned side building, 
my fingers biuied in your wiry, brown-black hair.
The scent of sweat and lollipops from you 
mingles with the sweet stench of luine 

from the tenements next door; 
cut, glass beer bottles line the comer below tiie fire escape. 
You forgot to shave again.
We bite each other and laugh.
Open your mouth a little wider for me now; 
you taste like a cherry, charms blow-pop, 
you pop your gum into my mouth, 
and I chew on it,
because our only truth is one of taste and touch and smell. 
Our only truth is one of texture, 
and your body is not an abstraction.
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Jenna Palmer

501 Blues

You drove up in your Volkswagon wearing yoiu- 
khaki pants and you asked nae to take a ride. 
So I let my denim lay on your vinyl and clutched 
my hand aroimd your metal and sometime dxuing 
the ride, when I leaned over to let my words 
fall in yoiu* ear, my hair brushed across your 
leather but you probably didn't feel it. You 
let me know of the inner workings of your 
stomach and I said that mine were the same. 
So we went to fill our deep desires with a 
fish filet and a cheeseburger. And as we were 
consiuning my rubber touched yoxu- rubber, that 
is my sole touched your sole, and I felt our 
point of contact in my fingers and my toes. 
It seemed so easy to reach out and touch those 
fingers that lay on the formica. I stared into 
your brown eyes and you stared into my blue. 
We went back to the Volkswagon and I l^d my 
denim on your vinyl and you laid your khaki on 
my denim and laid your lip on my gloss. So I 
flung open your meted and laid my sole on the 
pavement and I was hoping you'd keep your 
eyes laid on me as I disappeared behind my door.
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Boviness

There once were two cows. 
One liked strawberry jello. 
The other did not 
Their home was 
In and of
The township of Qeaveland. 
They had a split level.
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Geneva Fulgham

By some
Inexplicable oversight 
My mailbox is empty 
Again.
I am thinking of writing 
To the Postmaster General 
To let him know 
How angry you are going to be 
When the fact is revealed 
That your letters to me 
Are getting lost in the mail 
Again.
Of course, I don't want to harass 
An overworked public official 
So maybe I'll wait till next Tuesday 
And maybe by then you'll have sent me 
A perfectly logical explanation 
Again.
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Matthew Kelty

“One should never assume that an author's work is autobiographical"
—Ms. Susan Long Haga ]

"My body exploded into a thousand little satellites of pleasure." ^
—^Ms. Lee Carter ^

And I was walking back to the dorm,
the blowing leaves and dirt stinging my legs,
and lightning flashed like noon in the desert,
thunder rolling through the clouds
like Fender guitar on an expensive stereo.
And I thou^t of you,
trembling as I held your hand,
your nails caressing my palm, my forearm,
digging into my back, catscratch fever,
and the blue shirt slipping off your pale shoulders,
the taste of beer, your mouth and mine,
your neck and chest, sweat-salty after we danced
(the ache in my feet) and
the clover softness of your long hair
on my stomach,
and the heart-beat-stop-beat at every click, 
rustle, and stir outside, 
searching for feet at the door, 
escaped convict moans, deep breaths 
through clenched teeth, the quietness.



I Hate Sappy Love Poems

'■i
f

and the never-before wetness of your tongue
in my ear, a leg tightening aroimd my waist,
the musk of your thighs,
and the cold steel feeling in my legs,
clenched feet, and you, nursing kitten
on my nipple,
and a drop of rain hit my face.
And I thought of good-bye,
tense shoulders, hesitant, whispered words —
soft cotton in my ears, red ears,
the heat in my face,
the should-I-shouldn't-I lean
into a kiss and turn away, blinking,
and walk out the door, cold steel keys in my palm,
turning one last time to look into your eyes,
and I couldn't remember if they were brown or green
or blue, and a calico cat ran
from the bushes beside me.
I opened the door and walked
into a dnder-block home three hoius away.
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John Carle

First Snows

Something is hanging back from the 
cold floor of the world, over which 
a barefoot child swings his feet 
past the edge of the bed and awaker^s 
with the first heartbeat of the season, 
of the laden wind, first beating 
of stone upon frozen stone — 
this is wind I've sung into before, 
driving east on Interstate 40 through 
darkness from the very coldness of stars. 
I grew and was bom at the 
other end of the darkness.

The growing that came even later 
came uncalled through nameless 
days upon days, winter following 
winter snows and always the very first 
meant being embraced and wanned 
by the clouds which hang only slightly 
apart from the floor of the world.



Michele Miriam Reutter

Grandma

"I love the peace of the earth," she said, 
and then she closed her eyes.



Erika Hoffman
The Rain of Late

Roam those wet fields of overgrown vines. 
And let the blackbirds shadow your might; 
When you selected the golden apple 
Over the grisly wood 
So you released the stormy cold.

Shake and swim for love of clean.
And saunter through the barren grey wind; 
When you have made it through the night 
Go tell your children if s their time 
To tame the rain of late.

\
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Anonymous

...Is

A season gone I stood shipbound.
Where roundly turning gulls cried.
And waves rolled ripples to green 
And moss bright rocks.

Ancient people crowded the decks. 
Craning at scenery with turkey necks. 
And one old woman wheelchair boimd 
Smiled thin at me.

I stood and smiled 
And felt hard muscles lean,
Sim red skin and wished 
To eat barbed wire.

I said, "1 will ride the world afire.
Old woman, rude maker and changer. 
My day has come and all is mine — 
Water, rocks, all is mine."

The woman still smiled slim.
Only comment cracked hands.
That blind-miced through colored cover. 
To pull against the cold.

The sun rose today on my claim.
Over water that b^ts ligjit tattoo 
On moss rocks and above gulls circle. 
But I am gone.
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Yanni Papodopolous

The Scavenger

I looked out my window and saw a raven standing by an overturned 
trash can. I was impressed by his blackness. He was so very black that he 
shined. I noticed that he was simply cawing and not picking at the trash. 
Soon, about five other ravens collected around the trash, and then they 
began to eat. They seemed to form a dense, writhing spot on the earth. I 
wanted to get a better look at these bold creatm-es, so I opened my window. 
As soon as they heard the noise, they crouched and turned their startled 
heads at me. Tire ravens remained frozen like that for less than a moment, 
then they boimced into the air. As they spread their wings, the black spot 
they had formed enlarged far beyond what I could have imagined. They 
rose into the air, separated from each other, and took their positions among 
the neighboring trees and telephone poles.

How could I have expected that my small noise and small face would 
scatter such a noble collection of beasts? I had thought very little about 
opening the window. I simply wanted to be present at such a great feast. 
These were not flighty sparrows or pigeons pulling food from each other's 
mouths. These were great dense birds that had enough weight to shake the 
earth as they walked. I was safely tucked away l^hind a second story 
bedroom window looking down on the black lords below. But when my 
curiosity got the best of me, when I wanted to remove all barriers and filters 
betweeen the ravens and I, they flew to the heights above, and impatiently 
looked down on the intruder who had interrupted their feast. It was cold, 
so 1 closed my window, and forgot about the ravens.

Now, Nietzsche has taught, me to say, "Solve this riddle," and, "Explain 
this parable." Nietzsche has taught me to try to digest the world with eyes 
that look both inward emd outward. Yet I know I rvOl never be able to digest 
the world as he did. I enjoy breathing the crisp air of his works. This air 
invigorates my spirit, filling me with the greatest hope and plunging me 
into the deepest dread. He makes the challenges that only the loneliest can 
make. He writes new tablets in blood imploring us to "Bite down!," 
"Become hard!," "Create yourself and yorm ways," and "Learn to love
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yourself'. He commands us into the greatest field of battle, for following 
these commands means putting oneself in jeopardy. However, I know my 
blackest depths would never be as dark as his, and my most elevated 
heights would seem to him almost terrestrial.

But what concern should Herr Nietzsche's joys and depths be to me? If 
I were strong enough to reach down and grab the hand of my most abysmal 
thought, would I not also become dizzy with the heights exposed, and 
wouldn't I also cry out for the serpent to let go? Perhaps I have found Ae 
cowardice of my soul. I fear that grabbing my deepest darkness will be like 
picking up a piece of dirty laundry in a terminally imkept room. Maybe I 
should rejoice in not being able to love like Nietzsche, for neither will I hate 
as he could. Perhaps my spirit of gravity need only be conquered by a 
chuckle rather than a thimderous laugh. It is more likely that I am making 
an innocent error. The road to one's depths must be the very darkest and 
most confusing path. One must have the energy and rigor to crawl down 
caves on one's hands and knees. As Nietzsche warns us, "Whatever is his 
own is well concealed to the owner; and of all treasiues, it is oxu" own that 
we dig up last; thus the spirit of gravity orders it." My hands are still soft 
and effeminate. They are for holding sterile books and pimching small 
plastic keys. But now that I have held Herr Nietzsche's books in my hands, 
at least I can say that some of his blood has soiled me. It pains me to think 
of the wretches that put on gloves to read books.

Now I want my own blood on my hands. I want to reach out and strangle 
dwarves and demons. I want to rip apart the flesh of old dictatorial gods 
that refuse to die. Can we not see that the brainwashed servants of this 
dictator are still sniping at rebels from lofty buildings? I want dirt imder my 
nailsand calloused mitts for hands. I want the dark, viscid blood of the most 
tenacious serpent to blacken my biting teeth. To do this, I have to be willing 
to take up an occupation that led even Nietzsche to his deepest moments of 
self doubt. That a man who knew himself as well as he siiffered shame — 
this is enough to break the spirit of any philosopher. And Nietzsche was 
ashamed. He could not endiue his own seriousness. Herr Nietzsche 
blossomed out of struggles between love and hate, poetry and prose, 
invitation and exclusion, sickness and health, and laughter and sorrow, the 
last being his greatest struggle and demise. Could he dance every day? 
Could he accompany every truth with a laugh? In the final analysis, he 
could only keep digging: searching for what is necessary. How can a
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creating one finally find in himself what is necessary? The creating one 
must constantly be able "to shed something that wants to die." The hardest 
thing for the creating one to recognize is his own changing face. He must 
be able to proclaim, "I thought that was my way, and perhaps it was, but it 
no longer is." Thus he is left only with a direction — upward.

What happens to man as his spirit becomes so light that he takes to flight? 
Does he any longer resemble a man? To him, words become the fossils of 
his most superfluous thoughts. He prefers to dive into the vast sea of his 
soul rather than skim the surface of consciousness. He flies into the heights 
of the world having exchanged weighty language for a sonorous voice. 
Now, he must resemble a great bird. Or does he resemble a child? Or even 
an autistic child, trapjjed in the loneliness of the loneliest. Does he not 
resemble one of the mad and disturbed, whom the world pity as poor 
unhappy wretches? Does he not resemble the criminal? "Here is a genius," 
some imderstanding soul will proclaim, but all else will look incredulously 
upon the mute who sits in the comer playing the timbales, who has long 
since ceased to read books. "Here is a hero. He climbed the tallest 
moimtain, then flew into the world of himself." And still the people will 
ask, "How can we help him? How can we show him our pity and our 
neighborly love? Should we pray for the health of his soul? Should we offer 
a vigil so that God might make the devil which possesses him flee? We love 
him so much. He was so very pleasant, and always immaculately groomed."

The unfathomable—locked in a small room, almost a closet, for fotirteen 
years, is a small girl named Lisa. She is the victim of a psychopathic father. 
The man, out of some unimaginable cruelty, keeps her ^ve, but he never 
speaks a word to her. To the world she is a secret. She has communicated 
with nobody, she has been touched by no one, and she has seen nothing but 
her immediate surroimdings.

The girl is finally rescued from this situation and brought into the 
modem world. Imagine what it must have been for her to step out of a door 
and see the sky and the sim and people. But I am playing a cruel trick on 
you. No one can imagine what it is like to see that "other" exists for tiie first 
time.

Lisa is now in the custody of someone eager to take good care of her, and 
she is also a favorite subject for linguistic scientists to study. Upon trying
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to teach Lisa English, scientists discovered that she can easily pronounce 
words, and she finds no difficulty associating words with objects, but she 
has absolutely no capacity for granunar. She simply caimot be taught 
syntax. The way we connect words together with subject, predicate and 
object is unnatural to her. This has led scientists to believe that grammar 
must be learned at a certain time in life (between the ages of about one and 
three), or it can't be learned at all. The arrangement of thoughts into proper 
grammatical expressions is not an ability inherent to man; it is learned.

Even though Lisa cannot construct sentences she is an uncanny commu
nicator. One of the things she took an immediate fancy to in our world was 
plastic. She loved to touch and possess all sorts of things if they were made 
out of this magical material. In one of the first days of her new life, she was 
being driven around the dty with one of the scientists. The driver had 
stopped at a red light, and hadn't been paying close attention to Lisa. When 
he did look over at her he noticed that a woman in the car next to his was 
taking something out of her purse. She then got out of her car, walked over 
to Lisa, and handed her a shiny plastic object, of course remarking to the 
scientist what a delightful child he had. The scientist was amazed. He 
couldn't figure out how Lisa hand commvmicated her desire to the lady, 
and of course Lisa was not able to tell him.

That is the full extent of my knowledge of Lisa. However, I know that 
if I could have anyone's mind for a day, it would be hers. What does the 
word "love" mean to her? What shape do thoughts take in her head? From 
such an early age we are given a system of language, and our conscious 
thoughts then follow suit. I believe Herr Nietzsche is correct when he 
postulates, "consciousness has developed only under the pressure of the 
need for communication." Then furthermore, "the development of lan
guage and the development of consciousness (not of reason but merely of 
the way reason enters consciousness) go hand in hand." If this is true, then 
our language and reason are simply a human prejudice. The thoughts that 
enter our consciousness are constructed and ordered according to a mere 
humaan convention. This convention becomes necessary when one man 
wants something from another. As Nietzsche explains, man had to be 
keenly aware of what he desired, and had to be able acquire it in a society.

But what happens when there is no society? What occurs to one's 
consciousness when there is nothing you want, when all you know is
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darkness? Excuse me, but how do we know if Lisa knew anything? 
Nietzsche says he agrees with Leibnitz that the greater part of oiu- spirit's 
activity takes place beyond "consciousness". These thought that b^ome 
conscious are basically "superfluous" since consciousness is in the lan
guage of society, or the "herd". As man seeks to know himself through his 
consciousness, he actually only becomes aware of himself in the terms of the 
herd. He tries to use what is common to describe his own uniqueness. 
Because of the superficiality of consciousness, its grovs^th makes it a danger
ous "disease". So it seems that coi^dousness is another symptom of soci
ety, which was "formed in the name of the individual, but to Ae detriment 
of the species." Consciousness, like om vast network of muscles, was 
extremely important to man for survival, but now is simply a souvenir from 
a more hearty age when men developed all their faculties and no one was 
in danger of becoming an inverse cripple with regards to his consciousness.

Oh, sweet Lisa, you who are the greatest of all philosophers. It is you 
who should have taught Plato about the cave, Augustine about sin, and 
even the great Zarathustra about the loneliest loneliness. You are the only 
one who has lived only with herself for fourteen years. You are uncor- 
mpted by the herd, yet you could speak to any beast as2^arathustra did. You 
alone know the true l^guage of man. You are the champion of selfless
consciousness. In your mind is the greatest poetry and the greatest music; 
the music that Adam might have knovm after God gave ears and eyes to 
mud! How much I would have given to be the first one to kiss you. But I 
must be a fool; how could I ever wish that Lisa become dependent on other 
men? Soon the "genius" of our species will corrupt you, dear child, and you 
will have a great ton of herd symbols to use to indicate the desire you have 
for anything that strikes yom fancy. Someday you might even use words 
like "love," or "beautiful," or "ugly". And maybe someday, if you have 
really mastered our bovine linguistic conventions, you might even pro- 
noimce to the scientific world the words of Dostoevsky's underground 
man, 'T am firmly persuaded that a great deal of consciousness, every sort 
of consciousness, in fact, is a disease."

And now it comes time for my true confession. I wait with bated breath 
for the day I can aimounce to the world, "Gentlemen, its been., well, it 
certainly has been. But I must now announce my departure from the world 
of reason. Please don't try to follow me." And off I will go.
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I want to be alone. I'm so tired of... I've been waiting so long to...

Or is it simply vanity that drives me away? I want to be petty no longer, 
but I seem powerless against my own pettiness. It keeps adding and adding 
and I keep promising that someday I will stop being petty and actually do 
something. I will actually bite down hard on the black serpent, but all I do 
is make my mouth wider so that I can breathe and eat; meanwhile, the 
serpent swells to fill the new area. I just keep getting a bigger and bigger 
mouth. Soon I will be able to fit whole cities of whores in heat right down 
my throat I must learn to bite while I still have teeth. Youth is wasted on 
youths who don't bite down while they still have the strength, and those 
who don't become hard while their muscles are still lean.

Someday I will go off to meet myself and my seven devils. I will learn 
to recognize the face of each devil. I will have plenty of company. I will be 
siuTounded by all those who are necessary. Hopefully, I will learn to 
despise myself as a lover despises, and not pity myself as a good Christian 
man. I will go to dig the treasme the spirit of gravity has hidden from me.

I will be ashamed of Zarathustra; as a matter of fact, I already am. The 
cleanliness of his soul is unforgivable. To me, his cleanliness is more 
disgusting than his hatred of the rabble. He sits in his noon, immacxilate and 
transcending time. His life is too clean for my appetite. Ilikedirtonmyfood 
and filth imder my nails. Zarathustra could smell my soul coming from 
miles away, but I would not smell the medicinal, sterility of his imtil I got 
right next to him.

I am shallow. Two of my tutors have accused me of this. They said they 
weren't sure if it was a "superficial" problem or one that reaUy reflects the 
depth of my soul. I thank you tutors for this complement. Now I have no 
fe^ of drowning in this sh^ow soul of mine; I can wade through the pond 
like a child in public formtain.

I am no great man. I have heard no call sa)dng, "Prepare to meet your 
own destiny." I have only heard a voice saying, "Yoim way is upward; at 
least know the direction. Take a step up, at least have that much courage!" 
That finger pointing the way is enough to make this coward'sbody tremble. 
It is enough to make these parents of a coward scream out for their child's 
safety. They will beg and hold on to my legs, imploring me not to go up. 
But hopefully sweet Lisa will reach down and grab my hand, the hand of 
her darkest and deepest abyss.



Moira Russell

Summer Country

When next we awake and dance in the house of the dead, 
dance with me, I pray you; dance,
I beg of you.

When next they call us awake 
there in the house of the dead, 
show me how the rose explodes open 
in your smile and your step.

And when the rose's charm has lost its power, 
when they call on us to come back, come back, 
dance with me still, I pray you.
Dance in the house of the dead.
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Margaret Gaffney

Joseph tells me hawks 
are like the wind.
Something in their power 
and majesty; 
his confus^ eyes 
convince me

somehow.
I have seen him call the hawks
from flight,
a blur of gold
descending
to the cracked glove
at the end of his strong brown arm.

Sunset comes,
he fastens their belled feet to the perches, 
and he locks the mews.
Joseph lets down his long, black hair 
and the frightened birds shy away.
He stays to stare at their talons, 
and their cruel, hooked beaks.

He's told me of his wonder
at all they've seen in flights across the park
(and all they've missed).
Joseph sleeps alone in the attic of his house, 
where golden feathers hang from the walls, 
along with one picture of me.

I think he wonders
why the birds fly back to him.

But Joseph too
is something like the wind.
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Ronald M. Beattie

Silence

A spider has left me a 
beautiful gift 
today;

An intimate beetle, wrapped 
in silk and death.
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As I sit by the river 
she seeps through me, 
dispersing me freely.

Rivers of air move through 
me, I who am no impediment 
to their passage.

I have no limbs — they 
are wind and water.

I have no conscious mind, 
for I am Earth.

Winds in trees do not think 
of blowing through trees, as 
I do not think of living.



S. Robert Dahlgren

No reply.
'T asked you a question."
Only averted eyes and half a deep breath.
He made a sniffing sound and quickly drew up the left side of his nose. 
Half closing his eye.
And there was silence.



Matthew Kelty

This is Your Hand

This is your hand, 
your h^d, your fist, 
this is your battering ram.
This is the hole that you made in the wall. 
This is the bruise on my jaw.

This is your hand, 
the kniving hand, 
the scalpel, the dagger, 
the neeie, your nails.
This is the cut, the cut.

These are your fingers
woven toother,
this is a lock with no key.
This is a wall, a stone wall, a fortress.
This is the shadow, the weight.

These are your fingers,
this is your hand,
this is a bridge that collapses.
This is your hand, your hand, your hand. 
This is me holding your hand.
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Peter Hraber

cobalt blue gas forge 
mud puddle chain mail 
whole milk steak knife 
willow tree black coffee 
hummingbird chevy camaro 
wool hat railroad tie 
leather satchel fishhook 
ciysanthemum minuteman missile 
helium balloon tuxedo 
calico print scythe 
shooting star ball peen hammer 
maple syrup motor oil 
waterfall electro-shock therapy



Nancy Buchenauer

An exercise in three verse forms
written for and xoith the faculty study group on poetry, 1986.

i.

The birds in the backyard beat brightly their wings 
Then rise past the roof, rushing for freedom 
While fiercely the feline frets at the windowpane 
Longing to lunge at them and lap up their loveliness. 
Cruelly is the cat kept cooped in the dwelling.
Her nature denied and wantonly negated,
A prisoner predator perversely overprotected.

ii.

Before the window sits the cat 
Longing to lunge at the birds that 
Rise on bright wings rushing free 
Across the roof, while indoors she 
Frets fiercely. For against her will 
Predation stops at the windowsill.

iii.

Behind the house the birds rise on bright wings 
And circle slowly vmdemeath the tree.
Then rise across the roof as if to fling 
A cruel reminder of their liberty 
Before the fretting cat. But quickly she 
Makes clear with angry scratches her frustration 
At curtained windows hindering predation.
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Franck Roberts

Fetch

You and I,
Cat,
can wander around this house and not see each other 
for days.
We're always
napping or eating or napping and eating,
not much else to do
here in the middle of July.
And when our sister's home 
1 can't even bring myself 
to empty the dishwasher 
her strong, constant screaming 
no thinking 
till she's gone.
She's always, always 
in the living room 
watching soap operas.

Upon awakening 
1 found you
sleeping on the suitcase 
beg^g me to stay and play fetch 
with the yellow, plastic ring 
from off the top of the milk jug.
We can play fetch for days 
without stopping
except to nap or eat or nap and eat 
But we aren't allowed to play anything 
while Ellen is watching T.V.
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Matthew Kelty

Carmencita

She is not 
beautiful —

But her skin is as dark as 
the filthy stoop she sweep®, 
and the red traffic light 
makes her blush.

her hair is coarse, 
like her father's — 
he curses with Corona breath 
from the tenement window —

(She makes the sign of the cross.)

And her eyes are green.

Green like the wet weeds 
when the old woman next door 
dumps her sudsy laundry water 
onto the pavement.

Green like the changing light 
1 shake my head and 
drive away.





Julia Beth Graham

Shy Girl's Love Song

I would make you hot cinnamon tea (and 
if it burnt your tongue I would kiss you) 
yes and you would smile 
and I would spread your blanket and 
fashion you a scepter of lilies and sit at 
your feet
We would talk of geometry
and clouds and all comfortable things
And I would hold your hand
kiss every fingertip
and love you.





Moira Russell

Bitter Portion

And after it was all over,
we were not allowed to touch each other any more, 
nor embrace, 
nor smile.
Neither of us pled; neither of us cried.
And together we killed 
what we had equalled together 
and died backward 
into our separated selves.
They will miss you in the rebellions and revolutions. 
They will miss you in the great halls of the heroes. 
They will call your name 
and you will never answer.
If one moment exists, alone, forever, 
strung like a bead on the 
string of time,
then there is one moment of you holding me,
and if there is one moment
of me forever saying goodbye to you,
there is another
of me forever meeting you.
And that is enough. That is enough.

f



John Winston

Someone You Know
During the summer vacation my mother would take me to work, and as 

she would work, cleaning and vacuuming, I would explore, searching 
through the house, tmcovering secrets, secrets nobody wanted but me. The 
best place for secrets was the closets — closets with smells, dark smells, 
nasty smells. But the clothes were always very neatly arranged, by color, 
by style—and the shoes, the shoes in special order with special boxes with 
little compartments.

Several times a year mother would devote an entire day to a single closet, 
painstakingly removing all the contents from the basement, in preparation 
for a new season. She would spend all day just pulling eveiything out and 
putting a whole new everything back in. I lov^ the order — the way she 
could create and define an entire world in a closet and give everything a 
place, make it all so beautiful.

I always wanted to arrange the hanging garments, but I was too short to 
reach, so she would give me a pile of t-shhts, t-shirts that went in a chest of 
drawers that was tucked away in the back of the closet, and I would sit there 
on the floor, meticulously folding, and stacking, and folding, and stacking, 
each t-shirt one after another after another in the same way. The supply of 
shirts was unending. My little hands went at their own pace, each shirt a 
masterpiece.

One day, after I had folded maybe twenty or thirty shirts, she sent me 
out As I started down the staircase I paused for a minute, and I went back 
in — I don't know why, I can't remember why, and as I entered the room 
1 saw my mother there on the floor, vrith two stacks of t-shirts, where 
previously there had only been one—the one I had folded. She didn't look 
at me, she just kept on folding—picking up a shirt from the pile on the left 
(the one I had folded) shaking out all of my creases, and starting again, 
folding it herself, one after another.

My mother told me to be quiet She didn't even look at me. I was 
grabbing the pile of shirts, messing up her work.

She slapped me.
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Franck Roberts _________________
Explaining to the Bastard

Adam's body 
spills no blo^

Tonight
in his living room, 
in his apartment

chatting with Mama 
on the phone.

Adam's mother
is the mother goddess herself,

but you my son
are the product of an alley
nine months ago with the first son of God.

nine months ago 
in an alley 

with Adam.
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S. Robert Dahlgren

I crash the gates, my senses stoned 
And anxious: Perpetrator,
Thief of impression and prudence.
There, before the court's attendants—
The court attendants garbed in purple and white. 
Nimbi effected about their golden heads—
I stand naked, tumescent.
And this body—^this ruddy complexion 
and distended stomach; this lolling tongue—
Is not mine.
And she, she is the one, there
On the throne, she (the grey-eyed goddess)
Averts her eyes.
And the hand that offers the golden bowl 
Is Prude.
"Punchinello," she says 
"Dance for me."
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Michele Miriam Reutter

Lull Lullaby

Lullaby luU 
lullaby 
lull

After-sex 
lull 

after 
sex or 
crying

lull



Thundercloud
—for Sylvia Plath

I

Matthew Kelty

It rained big where I grew up 
And when the lightning struck a boy.
It seared his skin, it scarred his flesh.

Rain on red-belly Cherokees,
Teepee tall against dark skies.
White smoke wreathing the tip.
Rain on the whooping, the dieting, the dandng. 
Celebrate the kill.
The bow and the arrow, the musket and hatchet.
Rain on you taking my scalp.

Rain on backwoods churches.
Spires to the sky, gleaming white towers,
Man nailed to a tree.
Rain on the supplication, forgiveness.
Let the snake bite me to show You my trust.
The moans and the fainting, the sulphur and brimstone. 
Rain on you piercing my flesh.

Rain on marching swastikas.
Tall blonds in black with piercing blue eyes.
After-sex smile of a killer.
Rain on the goose-stepping, hand-high saluting.
Spit flies at me as you scream.
The leather and metal, the silk and the blood.
Rain on me licking your boots.

It's raining again. Daddy.
You can taste the salt on my lips.
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Michael Zinanti

After The Fall

Fallen, the sun submitted to the dark 
As Father Priam waited for the night.
Beneath its shroud of black he would embark 
Upon his long, humiliating plight 
And when, at last, the thirsty siy had drunk 
Every drop of blood the sim had spilt.
Then Father Priam ordered that a trunk 
Be filled with armor wrought in bronze and gilt. 
This ransom then was set upon a cart.
Before he left, the humbled father knelt 
And prayed to Zeus, and Zeus's troubled heart 
Received the prayer, for he as well had felt 
A father's woe when Sarpedon was slain.
And so he beckoned Hermes for to guide 
Old Priam as he rode across the plain 
Where his and Zeus's mighty sons had died. 
Then Father Priam, after having kneeled.
Arose, boarded the cart, and left. The gloom 
Swallowed him as he rode across the field.
He headed toward the sea, the briny tomb 
In which the fallen sim had been interred.
As Priam made his way toward the ships, 
Boreas blew from Priam's right and stirred 
His gray and aged beard, and Priam's lips 
Were pursed against the frigid winter g^e.
Then Hermes, like an arrow from a bow.
Shot from heaven. A comet with a tail 
As bright as shiny silver darted low 
And to the right of Priam. Hermes then 
Seemed as a warrior from the Argive host;
He called to Priam, "Lo, what man or men 
Are you who dare to venture toward the coast 
In stealth when all the other soldiers lie
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Asleep? And tell me why you ride at nig^t; 
Upon your life, be sure to tdl no lie."
At this, the feeble Priam shook with fright.
But then the loving Hermes touched his arm.
"I see that you are old and weak. Confide 
In me, for though you be my foe, no harm 
Shall come to you from me, but I shall guide 
You and protect you," said the god. A sigh 
Of relief escaped from Priam's breast.
"Your grace and honor show that you're of high 
And noble birth. Your father must be blest 
To have a son so good and purely bred.
I beg you, take me to Achilles' ships 
Before another sees me," Priam said 
In humble words, then silence took his lips.
So Hermes led him quickly to the shore 
To where Achilles mourned Patrochles' death. 
And as the two approached the hero's door,
A tremor battered Priam's heart. His breath 
Failed him. A low, mournful moan now swelled 
From deep within his aching soul and pressed 
Forth from his throat His dignity alone quelled 
The moan behind his humble Ups. His chest 
Collapsed beneath the burden of his woe.
He stepped down from the cart and to the door. 
He stepped into the tent and saw his foe.
And fear gripped him and threw him to the floor 
Behind Achilles. Priam fought his languor 
And reached out for the great Achilles' knees.
He climg, fearing the mi^ty hero's anger; 
AchiUes, stunned to see the old man seize 
His legs was struck with silence. Priam took 
The hero's strong and deadly hand which slew 
His son and brought it to his face. He shook 
With rage, and yet he stifled it and drew 
AchiUes' hand up closely to his grieving 
Lips. His heart twisted in horror to defile 
His own Ups with this humble kiss. His heaving 
Stomach vomited black and bitter bUe.
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But he swallowed down the bile; this made him choke 
And gag. He then regained his strength and clenched 
His shaking jaw. 'Torgive me, son," he spoke 
In whispered words, and then his heart was wrenched 
As his lips touched and kissed Achilles' hand.
He could endure no more, and he almost swooned.
But strong Achilles helped Priam to stand.
For pity struck into his heart a wound 
That pacified him. Priam lost his fear 
And spoke. "Achilles, do not bereave 
Me of my son, recafi your own and dear 
Father, and his woe. But instead receive 
The ransom I have brought. Let it suffice 
As recompense for Hector's corpse. The gold 
That I have brought you is a worthy price 
For two such bodies." And thus Priam, old 
And weary, spoke. Achilles felt the pain 
Of Priam, and silently he turned to fetch 
The corpse that he had dragged across the plain.
He saw the corpse and pitied Priam, the wretch 
Of all the wretAed. Picking up the p)ale 
Body, Achilles turned aroimd and brought 
It back to Priam, who began to wail.
Priam wept upon the corpse he'd bought.
His pure and cleansing teardrops cut the grime 
That veiled the youthM Hector's mortal pallor.
His livid eyes closed long before their time.
Yet fate irrstilled his blind, ambitious valor.
How Father Priam clutched the hero's breast.
His weary body heaving as he sobbed.
He bathed with tears the city's very best 
Whose mighty strength the thief Achilles robbed.
Then Priam raised his grieving eyes and saw 
His son's vindictive slayer cry in sorrow.
Achilles' tears relaxed his tightened jaw.
"Old man, let's leave our tears imtil tomorrow.
And eat and rest." And Father Priam held 
His tears and ate and broke his ten day's fast.
He ate in silence with the man who felled
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His precious son, and having taken his repast.
His host and foe then led him to his bed.
So Priam dosed his eyes beside his son;
The elder was alive, Ae yoimger dead.
The next day Priam rose before the sun.
Hector had been loaded on the bier 
By Hector's mighty killer during the night. 
l4iam was quick to ready himself. The fear 
Of day betraying him to someone's sight 
Pressured him to leave and not to wait.
He vaulted to the cart and took the reins.
He then turned homeward, hauling predous freight. 
Cassandra saw him come across the plains 
And called out to the town. The dty gate 
Opened for Priam; he knew his task was done 
At last. The sim now rose to subjugate 
The night: the morning for the fallen sun.
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Brendon O'Neill

Tin Can

Running water 
through dty streets 
and dirty gutters 
in slimy sewers 
and slithering sludge 
down to the sea 
where she'll reject me.
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Anonymous
Alcohol Absolution: 

One A.M. In the Alcohol Falls

I slide the red rails on ether.
These veins of soft illusion 
And numb compliance.
It moves a jell in my head 
And I sell myself for a drink. 
Sounds move as slugs of lead 
And echoes haunt in repeat.

Time bends and shadows play 
Dancing time.
As arching gestures without rhyme. 
I find solace here.
Where all is washed from me.
For I am forged snow pme 
On a liquid anvil.

I kiss my setting sun.
It doesn't bum.
This is oxygen's end,
A cool envelope 
That over me bends.
I surrender.
There is no fight to the wet wind.
I simder.
To this liquid sex.
This pale ecstasy.

The body shudders 
But lips push back to 
A
Kiss.
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Franck Roberts

Edie Sedgwick is My James Dean

He said,
"It's because I have these awkward dreams 
where people from popular television shows 
show up,
speaking in your tone of voice,"

because aU the good people 
and EHane Arbus
killed themselves in their bathtubs, 
sprouting, oozing their jammy red substances, 
like moonlight in purified water, 
always having known the ceiling 
better than the populace.



Erika Hoffman

Original Poem

Love me 
Love me 
Love me 
Love me 
Love me 
Love me 
Love me 
Love me 
Love me 
Love me 
Love me 
Love me 
Love me
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Charles G. Bell

Excerpts From 
The Brief I AM of Charles G. Bell

When I speak or write of myself, I try to tell what happened; yet I know, 
as all must, that memory itself is a creative organ. ...

What should distinguish me most as a writer, has in fact—imder depart
mentalization of minds, uiriversities and publishing houses — most mili
tated against me. It is the range over which 1 operate, with the assumption, 
through all ranges (philosophy, science and art, history, fiction aiKi poetry), 
of some god-rapt human imperative.

So my Delta schoolmate. Walker Percy, wrote me, when he was working 
on The Last Gentleman. I on The Half Gods (having descried his attempt as 
firing a precision rifle with telescopic sight): "We come from the same town, 
but we ain't plowing the same field. To foul the metaphor: 3rours is a very 
big gun with a massive charge of powder and 1 hope you can deliver on 
target without laying waste the surroimding count^ide."

My thirty year scrimmage with the Infernal Revenue of the United 
Snakes of America affords a comic example. One sununer stay at Yaddo 
(retreat for musicians, artists, writers) 1 was prompted to explore the old 
reservoirs where fish swim through fanwort and milfoil. I bought the 
required gear, accomplished the mission, produced and sold a poem, 
"Rainsong of Fish and Birds" (See the Five Chambered Heart).

Next spring — with other expenses of teaching, travel, entertainment 
and study-groups, books, art books, scientific journals, music in score and 
phonograph records, photographing slides, recording tapes and keeping 
up equipment — I of course d^ucted the mask and snorkel. It seems to 
have been the straw that broke the auditor's back. 1 was siunmoned to a fat 
chestnut worm in Baltimore who had no notion how to be a thinker, teacher, 
imiversal writer, multi-media lectiuer, yet believed he could disqualify for 
me all costs clouded by his ignorance. At the climax of a hot session, he hit 
on the diving mask: "Well, Mr. Bell, what is your profession? You're surely 
not a diver?"
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I knew it was ill-advised, but I let him have it: "My profession is being 
Charles G. Bell, and there is almost nothing I do that does not contribute 
immediately and essentially to the carrying out of this important calling." 
His jaw as 1 spoke dropped lower and lower; and for twenty years thereafter 
I was continually investigated, to accumulate whole notebook files of no 
less ridiculous and ironic episodes.

What is the history of my fond attempt (Ulysses' "foUe volo" — "mad 
flight") to bring all realms of knowledge into creative cognizance? ...

I have no memory of learning to read. When my mother, who taught us 
all before we went to school, began with my sister (at a normal age), I 
(though two years yoimger) joined in. When that sister, at six, went to first 
grade (we had no l^dergarten), I tagged along; it seems no one could stop 
me. Though I wouldn't be five until Hallowe'en, I could read and write;at 
my father's suggestion the superintendent let me stay. Then my sister said 
she wasn't going to sit in the ^t grade with her baby brother; so she began 
the second and skipped the third. Three years later, it was my younger 
brother's turn to take up the family tradition, though it didn't work as 
pleasantly for him as for me. I enjoyed singularity, was always adoring 
some tall long-haired girl, and the boys, very brotherly, treated me as a 
mascot.

The first move was to keep our grades straight A's — what my father 
called "passing". After sitting all day in the schools, we were to come home 
and prepare tomorrow's assignments, which he would hear when he re- 
tun^ that evening from the office. My sister and brother found no way 
out, though it was a terrible drag on body and spirit — even on the brain, 
since the teachers taught for the dullest, and if you knew the stuff already, 
you were being train^ to waste time. Both of them got fat, unexercdsed, 
allergic, short of wind, physically incapacitated.

I was in despair, when an angel voice addressed me from the sky: "You 
can give him today's assignment as tomorrow's." That was all it took to 
make our public education stimulating. From the third grade through high 
school, I used the classes as they should be used. There was no time to
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waste. I ran to school. No more dawdling in the halls. I flung myself into 
my seat while the others were goofing off. Under desperate motivation 1 
tried to do the lessons, solve the problems, memorize the poetry, before the 
teacher could discover 1 hadn't done my homework. 1 foimd 1 could read 
a poem two or three times and know it by heart Of coiu^e such industry 
was conspicuous; a teacher would catch on now and then that Charley was 
doing the assignments in class. The daily grade would be marked down 
and, in a pinch, 1 might be given a note to apprise my father that 1 had come 
unprepared.

1 walked home down an alley of old stables^ garages, chicken-coops. 
There was a knothole in a clapboard structure where 1 ^ed those messages 
over the years. "Old Judge 1^11, independent as a hog on ice" was hardly 
to be buttonholed by a teacher.

Afternoons 1 was free to run and play, climb trees, pore over THE BOOK 
OF KNOWLEE)GE or, as 1 got older, take up my Tom and Huck heritage of 
the river and swamp woods. At night my father wovild hear what he 
thought was for tomorrow. When reports came in, the grades brought him 
to boil: B's, B minuses, a C+ sometimes. But the exams were always A. He 
couldn't fathom it. As 1 went to bed 1 would hear his voice from the study, 
addressing my mother in the high style of Southern oratory: "Suffering 
mother of God, that I should be cursed with an imbecile son! He seems to 
know the stuff at night; he must forget it before morning. But then how does 
he pass the exams? That's a mystery that won't bear looking into." Smiling 
like Adam "with superior Love" I fell asleep — and never told a soul.

Until I was finishing Virginia after three years, with all A's and a Rhodes 
Scholarship awarded — when I thought my father might enjoy my strata
gem. Misprision! Never was a man so keel-hauled: "That you could have 
deceived me all those years." I claimed necessity and that it had been for 
the best, that I had acquired will and independence, not to speak of a 
healthy running, swimming, and tree-climbing body. He groan^, "But to 
have lied to your father!"

All that time, when he had mged me to read Dickens and the rest, from 
a library rivalled in the state only by Will Percy's, while I pursued the 
passions of science — astronomy, physics, evolution — there was one 
author we supremely shared, Mark Twain, those river books, more real to
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me ti\an life. Of cx)urse I remembered the time Huck marvels (never having 
been in such a situation before) whether the truth, for once, might not be 
safer than a lie.

He groaned again, 'To have lied..."

'Tell it to Huck Firm!" 1 said. My father knew the passage as well as I. 
He could only laugh, and that was the end of that.

Though reading Tom and Huck (and even the lugubrious Poe) until 1 
knew them by heart would hardly have prepared me for the speed
browsing I was going to need for college. But about the time I discovered 
the Tarzan books and began to go through our great oaks more like an ape 
than Weismuller could dream of, 1 also became aware of the erotica in my 
father's library. After exhausting Boccaccio, Moll Flanders, De Maupas
sant, 1 hit on the 24 volume Biufon translation of the Arabian Nights (with 
its footnotes). For years I went through it on the sly, perceptively searching 
and brain-filing what was relevant — practicing, without intention, that 
scholarly skill.

Years later, at my father's death, I inherited the set, and when my new 
wife, Daimy, and I were at the University of Chicago, it was shelved high 
in the oak-paneled Tudor library. 1 wrote there after everyone else was 
asleep. One night 1 wanted to r^r to the story where a lady goes into the 
woods to couple with a bear. I climbed to the shelf and pulled out volume 
four. For the first time it opened to the back flyleaf, and there in my father's 
scratchy hand was a row of figures, all the page munbers of all the passages 
I had sifted so long and laboriously to cull. The same with every volume. 
What if I had hit on tiiat in adolescence? 1 wouldn't have been ready for 
college, and my life would have been incalculably otherwise. If what 
education needs is motivation, no wonder 1 have written so many poems in 
praise of Eros:
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Neighborly

She's like an apple tree 
that leans 
over the wall;

She belongs to him 
but her fruits fall 
tome.

What that Delta boyhood brought to the ambivalence of my blood is hard 
to assess: the passions of a symbolic landscape, cloud-heaped sunsets over 
the River, the Great Flood of 1927, when through the long cold wait on the 
levee for a barge, I cvirled up like a dog in a small box, slept, and waked fresh 
when everybody else was worn to a frazzle—an ease of relaxation natural 
to me. To which add the energy of our classes, races. Blacks, the drama of 
heroes and villains in the battle of right against Man; the ferment which pro
duced, in that little circle of my coevals, Shelby Foote and Walker Percy; the 
telescope and astronomy books I got before I was fourteen, and pursued for 
years, night after night, so that the sky still surprises me with Ae love and 
knowledge of worlds in space. And there was the forhme which taught me 
before 1933 the complementarity of light, as formidably both particle cmd 
wave — a creative opposition archetypal to my being, thought and action. 
In comic support of which there was our old English teacher Miss Hawk
ins, called "I^wkeye", who to every searching question would answer 
"Well, yes; and then again, no!" She proved mostly right in the end. As I 
have later phrased it:

"A question well suspended is worth twenty badly answered." ...

In my second novel. The Half Gods, a chapter on sex appears, called "In 
the Liver Vein" (Love's Labour's Lost) occasioned by a college magazine 
purity test, on which a friend and I achieved so virginal a score that we 
ventured a two weeks race, to see who could lose the most points in all 
categories. I won pants down. The story is extant (as Hamlet might say) and 
writ in choice En^sh; so I do not retell it here. Yet something should said 
of where I stood in the cloven matter of life's central drive.
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On the purity test we had not counted on kid-games. Of course little girls 
had come to our secret houses to make overtures with their apertures, and 
we boys had responded in our small way:—five year old Ginny, dress up, 
insistently pointing, "Put it in! Put it in! — while we stare in baffl^ 
inadequacy.

On the other hand, and with other girls, I hardly remember a time when 
I was not in love. One spring evening after school, my father found me 
sitting with a braided blond under a mulberry tree, singing (he said) some 
adoring composition of my own. The rift was already there, to be widened 
in that South to an ideal worship estranged from touch. Thus Victorian 
morality and the bawdy house, without which I could hardly have won the 
sin race. But where was the clue to a love-passionate mating procedme? 
What was required (as everywhere) was to kiut the poles in a fabric of skill 
and luck, control and abandonment...

At Oxford, my scholarship was in physics. When I had settled in Exeter 
college, got my trunk and bags and warmed my feet a bit, I presented myself 
to a dour tutor appointed me in Magdalen. I told him of my Virginia expe
rience, how I had carried physics with my right hand and the whole of 
culture with my ambidextrous left; that this being my great chance at 
languages, music and art, I aimed to do the same.

"Eauo, Mr. Beyuh," he told me, "deaim't be fodish. Physics is a 
demanding subject. You will spend all your time in the laboratory." I told 
him I would spend my vacations on the Continent pursuing my heritage. 
We parted. I petitioned to change my subject to English, the only other 
school I was prepared to read in. To celebrate my liberation, I bought a 
Nonesuch Bl^e and an Italian Dante at Parker's bookshop just below my 
window. Next day I had the luck of getting Neville Co^iill, in my own 
college, as tutor. ...

In 1937, my yoimger brother, a freshman at Sewanee, had taken cyanide. 
So I spent the summer at home. (Delta Return):

At yoxu* death I was abroad; I crossed 
The ocean to a sad home. A grief imhoused.
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As from beyond the tomb, settled upon me.

I found myself at odd times sketching figures 
For poetic lines: "Boimd on a wheel 
Of &e...tears like molten lead..." So 1 
Received yom spirit. Brother of my blood.
You haunt not this house only, world-wounded shade.

I had of course been absorbing my brother's poems and watercolors; 
here 1 set his death-love "Soul Freed" beside the "&ul Boimd" 1 drew from 
Lear's lines. Meanwhile I was probing for Coghill the tragic and comic 
tangles of Shakespeare, Doime and the Restoration. For my health 1 swam 
across our partly diverted Mississippi (and back) every day. On my fall 
1937 return, I wrote Coghill a paper on tragedy. It was the same "Mr. Bell" 
who read it to him, but he hail^ me now as never before: "That's a first class 
paper! Let's drink a glass of sherry, and you call me Nevill and I'll call you 
Charles." I had witnessed another example of teaching. ...

We spent the summer of 1940 in the Delta — a satiuated 100 degrees 
where everybody wilted, but I rallied to the old motion of breast stroke, and 
walked and ran everywhere, eating figs down all the alleys. My father had 
always had devoted friends and enemies (t)^ical, he had lately taken a 
Black sharecropper's case to the Supreme Court, and won it). When I gave 
a talk about politics and the Sermon on the Moimt to his Bible class, it set 
the barber ^ops of Greenville buzzing with "Young Bell, Communist, 
Nazi, Pacifist, Nigger-lover" (the last two accusations not unfounded). 
Klan and Legion questioning secured me an FBI record which later pre
vented my lectming in occupied Vienna. Though a friend who weathered 
the war in that Federal Bitching Institute, has assiued me my voluminous 
file is scrawled across the top: "Harmless crackpot." ...

My return to science brought me an offer from Princeton University — 
it turned out, to do research on telemetering (At Ames I had done what I 
could for Adanassov's first electronic computer). I left my family of 
Mildred (and as I told the draft board, two-and-a-half children) to explore 
the site. The first day, Sunday, I popped into the Parnassus Bookshop, as 
it would appear, imacknowledged culforal center of Princeton. Keene and
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Anne Fleck ferreted out that I was writing philosophy, poetry, fiction, and 
cultural history. They asked me for dinner, a walk by Carnegie Lake, and 
then for a piano rendition by some great Eim)pean of Bach's Art of Fugue. 
I larinched into German with a couple speaking it beside me. He proved the 
high-domed Frankl, art historian who had distinguished Romanesque 
from Gothic as "Additiv" from "Divisiv". During intermission I discus^ 
history as a causal probability, like the final four-subject fugue we were to 
hear, destinate where completed, indeterminate where Bach had dropped 
it. I asked them to join me in a German reading of Hegel's Philosophie der 
Geschichte. Next day we met at their house.

They told me, as the Flecks had, of Erich Kahler, who had just published 
Man Ae Measure, a great book in my line. Next night the European 
community was to meet at his house; they had spoken to him; I would be 
welcome. I went, talked with the host; he seated me by Einstein, idol of my 
earlier days. An old rhapsode intoned corny 19th century ballads, where 
I had hoped for Goethe and Hoelderlin. I told Kahler as much. He invited 
me for a quieter occasion. Though I begrudged any great work standing in 
my path, I took the pulse of Kahler and chose him for my Princeton father.

Research was dull, stalled at the end of a vacuum tube. But there was idle 
time. I had my papers and wrote reams: philosophy and fiction. I was not 
working on the bomb, although since the neutron one knew of the possibil
ity. In The Half Gods, however, my alter ego discovers he is doing just that, 
and so enacts what all pacifists contemplated; he goes to jail in protest and 
expiation.

For me, the war ended and I was invited by Gerould, a gentle scholar, 
into the English department. My family of course had arrived from Iowa; 
that "half child" Deedie had joined Nona and Charlotte; and we had rented 
a house just across the street from Einstein, where my children would go to 
play, to the delight of the genial sage. With him, Frankl and Kahler, I shared 
in a committee to win the Peace, one of the admirable attempts that never 
got the post-war gradient. As Einstein had broken with Heisenberg's dice- 
game, so he did with the dark probabilities of my "Studies in the Future" 
(unpublished). Yet Kahler could espouse a vision at the same time that he 
saw the blackest potentialities of Stalin and free enterprise cold war.

As if symptomatic of such shift of loyalties, my wife found and bought
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a fine old nm-down house on Nassau street; we moved from opposite 
Einstein and found ourselves next door to the Kahlers, Erich and Lili.

1 could go on with the congeniality of the great Europeans; Hermann 
Broch, who lived in Kahler's attic and asked me to help him with his first 
English writing, an Introduction to Bespaloff s Homer; Hermann Weyl, 
Kcmtian mathematician who had a poetry group at his house and from 
whom 1 have wonderful letters about the philosophic essays I sent him later 
in Switzerland; the Oppenheim-Erreras, who graciously invited us for the 
entertainment of visiting celebrities. And there were the art historians: Otto 
Benesch, who did the Rembrandt books and so much more, my closest 
friend after Kahler; Charles de Tolnay, Michelangelo man, who (with his 
wife) joined a Dante reading group which I had persuaded Giuliano 
Bonfante to lead; and of course ttiere was Panofsky, whom I admired, but 
who hated the others so much that even I could not quite juggle the 
ambivalence.

Of Americans Berryman and I were ironically close, though 1 let him 
affirm my Blake-mad cultural s)mthesis, without troubling him about my 
poetry, which was siue to outrage him. Bill Merwin was a student who 
came in the first weeks to read me his poems. "Don't ask what it means," 
he told me of the "Soldier Aristotle" misprint in Yeats; "feel the flow!" I felt 
with wonder Merwin's flow (since deepened and distilled by a life of poetic 
concern). Then Galway Kinnell appeared, more immediately attuned to 
my circuit. He hit on a poem of mine and, moved, showed me his first 
(Wordsworthian) sormet, of which the closing couplet went off like a 
Vesuvius foimtain in the room. "Anybody who could write that couplet," 
I said, "is a genius. You can do anyfiting you're a mind to."

I had built up my slide collection fivefold by photographing in the 
Marquand Library; now I began to give shows at the Pamassas Bookshop, 
where Berryman used to read his poetry, complaining when hoarse of his 
"physical organ". My first audience induded almost all the people I have 
mentioned, from Einstein down, and they seemed excited. I have never 
much needed an audience thereafter, having once enjoyed a great one.

But I was teaching in the English department, where no one shared in 
these foreign vagaries any more than in my tree climbing. The sensitive 
Gerould had given way to Stauffer, who told me, trembling all oven
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"Your larger studies constitute a liability in this department." I pointed out 
that 1 had published (from my Fairfax theses) as much as most of them 
lately; besides (though I did not mention it), I was admired as a teacher. But 
nothing could compensate for my not wasting time in the English Qub (1 
knew English already), or worse, arrogating beyond my competence in the 
shows (as if anybody had a secure competence in anjdhing).

So I went hog wild, and when it was my turn to address the English 
faculty, instead of presenting some normal Fairfax criticism, 1 gave them 
(without benefit of slides or music) the densest abstract of my Philosophy 
of Paradox, with its overflow into an (Duthne of Period Styles. Old Root, 
who read his lectures from notebooks falling to pieces, left, crying: "Bell 
is mad!" Though I was not half as mad as I needed to be. ...

But it was a long winter, with all the pangs of legal action and inaction. 
When Galway brought a sweetheart up to my heaped attic to meet the 
professor, she looked at the book-stacked bunk and refused to believe I 
lived there. "Where do you sleep?" she asked. "There, on that cot," I told 
her;'Tclearthebooksoffatnight." She thought she had me: "Where'syour 
pillow?" she demanded. I never used a pillow those years; but what I said 
was: "My pillow is care." Galway told me that when he took her home she 
ran into the house crying: "O mother, mother, I've met a man whose pillow 
is care." ... (So to Hutchins' Chicago.)

Truly my Songs and especially the Delta poems, seemed popular. The 
editor of Ladies' Home loumal (who within her range chose as perceptively 
as Rago of Poetry) bought, among others, my Delta Return mother poem; 
Harper's was nmning a pichu'e-spread of three; even The New Yorker 
would have taken "The Gar", if I had let them cut the poor fish up as they 
wanted to. but I got tired of nmning such a stock exchange. Then the 
Saturday Evening Post (reputed to pay more than anybody) closed the 
comedy. They apologized, after keeping a bunch of those 25-line Delta 
pieces a month or so; said they liked them, had hoped to work them in, but 
their rule was to use nothing in verse longer than thirteen lines (to squelch 
soimets, I guess); and that besides being "too long", these pieces Avere also 
"too wide", and unfortunately "they had not quite overcome this double 
handicap." Small wonder I began to give up unsolicited submission. ...
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Let William Carlos Williams, with his plucky wife Floss bridge the span 
from Chicago to the fuhire we were anxiously debating. We had met them 
there, late in our stay. He was recovering from one of his speech-and- 
motion-impairing strokes, and had come to read in the Rockefeller Chapel 
—where he would battle his handicap to a cheering ovation. At a crowded 
lunch in his honor we were somehow seated at a table where he was being 
harassed (fruit of that Carlos heritage) by a Jesuit whom Williams' halting 
enunciation could not exorcise. For quite a time I had been reading and 
teaching theology from the Fathers down (with Dante besides), especially 
at that Baptist University where, it was said. Atheist professors taught 
Catholicism to Jews. 1 pitched in like Socrates, and before long had that 
priest as tangled in contradiction as a bluebottle meshed in an orb spider's 
web — a rescue for which Williams proclaimed himself my friend for life, 
and indeed we wrote, visited and were fond of each other until his death.

At this juncture Erich sent my Puerto Rican letter—termites, mosquitoes 
and all — to his friend Zuckerkandl at St. John's in Annapolis, a place 1 had 
been in touch with, before Barr and Buchanan bailed out. Zuckerkandl took 
it to Jascha Klein, dean, another of the great Europeans, thougji a shrewd 
administrator. He read it and is reported to have said: "We've got to get 
that boy out of there." So I was invited for an interview.

I saw no need of jumping from the frying pan into the fire. 1 had to meet 
them honestly — no more mistakes in identity. When I sat with the 
Instruction Committee, doubt was expressed about my vmting. Most of 
them thought teaching the Great Boofo was enough. Someone voiced the 
question: "Do you like to teach?" I said my life-devotion left no other 
premise; I enjoyed — had even been thought good at it. But 1 knew it was 
a pleasure which could be over-indulged and might prove habit-forming. 
They gasped. I left the room. In a few minutes they called me back to say 
they wanted me. ...

Meanwhile, St John's College had planted a colony in Santa Fe. I spent 
a last Eastern spring protesting Vietnam, and as guest at the University of
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Rochester, often with Norman O. Brown—Nobbie, proofing Love's Body, 
while I revised The Half Gods, he demanding as we read to each other: 
"Why do you try to hold so much? Why don't you let go?" Then Danny and 
I went west, as if for a year, climbed the fall mountains, looked over the 
wilderness and said: "We'd be fools to go back East, just for the smell of 
dead languages." So we bought, on a ridge above Canyon Road, the ugli
est house in seven states, tore it to pieces and rebuilt it with luck (and Bill 
Lumpkins) into a Ituninous space, fit for life and work. Here with intervals 
in San Cristobal, Chiapas—photographic outings to the vanishing Lacan- 
don rain forest with Trude Blom — twenty years have passed. ...

I am 73; I run and walk the movmtains; in good weather (to use arms and 
shoulders) I swing a bit through these inadequate trees. At a party when 
people have dnmk enough to expect some catastrophe, I may fall dead for
ward, catch myself on my hands, and bounce through twenty push-ups (as 
in the Mexican joke: "Signor, I think she gone away!"). I work most of the 
day, and at nights until twelve. As for sleep, health and memory, here is my 
doctrine:

What's in my shows I mostly have by heart or I couldn't have made them; 
also much of the poetry I once memorized. I keep up the imprint by silent 
recitation when I wake at night, which makes waiting a pleasme. Insomnia 
is a plot of petty demons. When they rouse you, you have only to cry: 
"Thank god, I can read" or "I can recite poems." So pick up Aristotle or go 
through "Lyddas". Those fiends are thrown off the track; they leave you 
to sleep when you will.

Viruses are subtler demons, but not gods, or I wouldn't arrogate against 
them. Strategy is best. When others are sick and you feel queasy, drink a 
quart of water, go to bed, put the smile of a possum on your face, and doze 
off, sure the body is producing virophage, called interferon, and that the 
killer cells are liquedating invaders. You wake clear of taint.

No doubt, running, climbing, leaping, you (or I) may pull a muscle, 
sprain a joint. The piu^jle sawdust sags down to the ankle. Gei tough with 
the brain: "See here. You tell those cells (for you're in touch with them) not 
to go into shock; it's coimter-productive." And when kin, friends, doctors, 
push this or that pain killer, wave them off and say (though theyTl
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pronounce you crazy) that the possunv-smile will do it. And it does.

But all this subserves a purpose: to keep alive for the whole work — of 
which certain tasks remain. First is NOW, final double show of the 
multimedia fantasy. From the frenzy of today (racing present of merely 
physical time), it rotmds to the rooted etemd of formative self, world, 
cosmos. The making and videoing of this prophecy must not overreach the 
present spring. Next, the philosophy of paradox, from axiomatic antino
mies to the contours of re^ity, physical, organic, intellectual, spiritual — 
felt out through generations of sketches, artides, lectures — is to be articu
lated within the covers of a book. Also The Third Kingdom. Imkine in boxes 
of notes, must raise the trilogy from love and pcditics to spirit. There remain 
essays, translations, and, if it should prove imperative after Symbolic 
History, the long delayed Earth Poem.

And should I fiiush these things before I die, sorely I will remember 
Goethe: 'Tf I am restlessly active to the end" (and it was near the end) 
"nature is obliged to find me some other form of being, when this onebreaks 
down xmder my spirit." Whether that obligation was fulfilled, we have 
small evidence, unless one of us should prove a case in point. But when and 
if my own organon should be complete, how long would I (with Mozart) 
not have been asking: "What will the little ones do when Don Giovanni has 
goneimder?" To which the opera gives ready answen "Noibuonagente..." 
"We good little people will sing the old familiar song."
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